Supplier Delivery Assurance / Surveillance

Belcan is a global supplier of engineering, technical recruiting, and IT services to customers in the aerospace, defense, industrial, and government sectors. Belcan engineers better outcomes through adaptive and integrated services—from jet engines, airframe, and avionics to heavy vehicles, chemical processing, and cybersecurity, Belcan takes a partnering approach to provide customer-driven solutions that are flexible, scalable, and cost-effective. Belcan’s unique capabilities have led to continuous growth and success for nearly 60 years.
**Belcan Value Proposition**

**Expertise** – Full product life cycle capabilities across all tiers of the supply chain

**Agility** – Efficient and timely ramping up and down of capacity

**Tools** – Several web-based and excel-based tools to supplement existing client tools

**Cost** – Reduced cost through increased agility, less travel, and improved supplier performance

---

**Support Types**
- Tactical to Highly Technical
- Onsite or Offsite
- Partial or Full Resource Allocation

---

**Support Capabilities**
- Production Rate Readiness Audits
- Quality Audits
- Process Capability Assessment
- Process Development
- APQP / PPAP Support
- FAIR Review
- Source Inspection
- Expediting
- MRB Support

---

**Next Steps**

1. **Prioritize Suppliers**
2. **Baseline Supplier Performance**
3. **Develop Support Plan**
4. **Execute Plan**
5. **Track Results**